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Service Design in the era of Digital Transformation: A Design Foresight 
Perspective 2025 

The United Nations' 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (UNDP, 2015) has brought into 
focus the wide scope of strategic decision-making across economic, social, and environmental 
dimensions. Developments at this scale are among contributing factors for business and 
design leaders to become more forward-thinking, and to cultivate the organization's strategic 
and creative capabilities to remain feasible in the long-term. Consequently, global industry 
leaders are responding to the zeitgeist that 'business as usual' is no longer acceptable when 
faced with the many challenges in today's hyper-connected global economy. At a macro level, 
foresight research has identified exponential trends that will most likely influence ways in 
which people might live and consume products and services in the near 5-10-year future. 

The hypotheses around the broader role of the strategic service design conversation, 
therefore, is to include systematic futures thinking as a transformational approach to 
producing visions of desirable, and foremost, sustainable, product-service systems futures. 
Building on prior design foresight research in service-based sectors of the global economy, 
applied research has illuminated forward-looking perspectives of the interplay between digital 
transformation and service-centric value creation futures. This is of interest to both academia 
and the practice of strategic innovation and design management, as the focus is centred on 
the beneficiaries of value, and how digital and integrated ecosystems will impact users in daily 
life through technology enablers in the age of digital interdependence. 

To demonstrate the criticality of this topic, this talk will refer to the Financial Services industry 
as a key pillar of economic activity. Here, the strategic imperative of digital transformation and 
the emergence of new services and experiential value propositions are driven by forces such 
as mobile, cloud computing, big data, social connectivity, and advanced technologies such as 
AI, Internet of Things, blockchain, and quantum computing. Rising competition from non-
traditional players or Fintech, the rapid changes in consumer demands in a post-COVID world, 
are further contributing factors to uncover the potential toward the benefits these technology 
enablers have on different actors involved. 

This talk, in the main, will illuminate how foresight with design and design with foresight can 
inform strategic innovation and service design propositions with creativity, visualization, and 
prototyping capabilities. To this end, design foresight offers designers of service value in the 
era of digital, and indeed, intelligent transformation, a new approach to face the longer-term 
challenges and opportunities associated socio-technological change. 
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Jörn Bühring is currently Assistant Professor and faculty member at the Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University, School of Design, where he is advancing a research culture that is cooperative, innovative, 
and highly impact focused. This collaborative approach (cf. Design Economies, Ignite Innovation) 
brings academia, designers, and business stakeholders together to develop high-impact design 
knowledge, concepts, and forward-looking propositions. To this end, he leads the Ignite Innovation 
Futures program specifically aimed at fostering University-Industry collaborations through tailored 
program initiatives. In respect of knowledge transfer, he is pioneering new instruments to foster 
dissemination of research and insights across non-expert stakeholder groups. Leading a new initiative 
as Program Director, the Masterclass Professional Development Series (PolyU IAEE) is targeting senior 
leaders in business, Governments, and NGOs. Directed at higher education students, Jörn is MDes 
Subject Leader in breakthrough product and service innovations, strategic innovation methods; for 
International Design and Business Management (ID&BM) MDes students, where he leads the 
Reflective Capstone Thesis program. Additionally, he is also a Chief Supervisor of PhD-level Design 
students. 

Prior to joining academia, Jörn held senior corporate leadership positions across diverse industries, 
leading major project initiatives including innovative start-ups, entrepreneurial and intrapreneurial 
business formations, and enterprise expansions into new markets. Working within a wide range of 
global brand icons (e.g. Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, Toyota, BMW, and Bang & Olufsen A/S), and 
across organizational cultures and geographic locations, he has accumulated extensive experiences as 
a senior executive in a variety of industries. His knowledge of the demands of the future is based on 
first hand experiences, which include destinations and major cultures of the world. 

Dr. Bühring's research explores Design Foresight, Vision and Fiction techniques as emerging processes 
within Strategic Design, Entrepreneurship, and Innovation Management. A full member of the "World 
Futures Studies Federation" (www.wfsf.org), he has conducted since 2010 several major futures 
studies in luxury hospitality (2020), Omni-channel retailing (2020), and within the Financial Services 
sector, he has been leading a series of industry funded futures studies in Wealth Management and 
Private Banking to the year 2030. With emphasis placed on human-centred value innovation driving 
new sustainable markets, his research interests expands toward experiential human engagement 
propositions in form of service-centric user experience design concepts. An area of specific interest is 
experiential consumption, memorable experience constructs, and designing experience co-creation 
concepts involving actors within the transformation economy. Active across international markets, he 
collaborates with leading Universities in research and design-led innovation; Dr. Bühring holds an 
honorary Adjunct Associate Professor position within the College of Business at RMIT University in 
Australia, a Program Advisory Board Member position at the College of Business, Abu Dhabi 
University, UAE, and acts as a Scientific Council Member at the Alternative Planetary Futures Institute 
(ApFi) in Washington DC., USA. 
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